Peri-Implantitis: A New Disease!

Dental implants have become a popular instrument in the replacement of lost teeth during the last five decades. In the late sixties and early seventies of the past century, Branemark et al. [1] & Schroeder et al. [2] were the first to insert scientifically-based titanium screws in the human jawbone. The high survival rate, reported in several 10-year follow-up studies, has led to the general acceptance and use of dental implants in prosthetic rehabilitations. But, every year more than 140,000 dental implants get lost, i.e. 1 implant every 4 minutes, mostly because of peri-implantitis (i.e. inflammatory lesion, affecting the implant-supporting bone). Moreover, one out of 5 patients develops peri-implantitis, whereas peri-implant mucositis (i.e. inflammatory lesion, limited to the surrounding mucosa) is a common phenomenon among patients treated with dental implants, affecting nearly 80% of them. Due to the fact that dental implants are only fashionable since 50 years, we can state that these infections rather “new”.

As with periodontal disease, also peri-implant mucositis and peri-implantitis are of bacteriological origin. Gram-negative anaerobic microorganisms are present in all these diseases. Ultimately, these infections lead to loss of bone, supporting the implant or even finally to complete implant-loss. Therefore, the use of implants in partially edentulous patients needs extra attention, because bacterial translocation from periodontally infected teeth to pristine titanium implant surfaces is generally accepted [3]. Placing implants in patients with ongoing or untreated periodontitis is therefore an iatrogenic malpractice!

Although misleading, occlusal overload on prosthetic reconstructions, is not considered as peri-implantitis: the bone loss is not caused by bacteria and the radiological examination shows a radiolucent zone, parallel to the implant surface. In case of overload, mostly bio-mechanical complications are detected (chipping of the porcelain, fractures of internal components or even complete implant fractures) [4].

Three types of peri-implantitis (PI) are determined:

a. Early PI: pockets ≥ 4mm and bone loss < 25% of the implant length;

b. Moderate PI: pockets ≥ 6mm and bone loss 25-50% of the implant length and

c. Advanced PI: pockets ≥ 8mm and bone loss > 50% of the implant length. On the other hand, distinction is made between 4/3/2/1-wall bone-defects and dehiscences.

Studies showed that a history of former periodontitis is a co-factor for developing peri-implantitis, as well as plaque (bad oral hygiene), smoking and the lack of recalls. It may therefore be stated that without a proper recall-programm, no implants should be placed. The oral hygiene compliance is also determined by the design of the prosthetic reconstruction: accessibility around the implants should be safeguarded. Finally, systemic diseases as diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis, alcoholism and stress can play a role. Also local factors have to be taken into consideration: implant surface roughness, connection implant-abutment, cement rests by crowns and bridges and the lack of keratinised mucosa around the implant.

Diagnosis of the infection is generally done by probing (preferably with a plastic probe), radiological examination (when increasing pockets are detected and/or pus, or at least every 5 years). Microbiological testing is also an option, although the use of systemic antibiotics, as conclusion of the test results is never an option. Recently a chairside aMMP-8 test was developed, which helped to detect active boneless around implants in less than 15 minutes.

Although prevention is always better than cure; the therapy of mucositis and peri-implantitis is becoming a “new” discipline in oral health, mostly adapted from the concepts used for treating periodontal diseases. Both non-surgical (cleaning with tellion instruments/ airflow/ laser/ disinfection with chloorhexidine) and surgical approaches (resection/ bone regeneration) are employable for the treatment of the problem. However, robust clinical data are lacking on this topic. Nevertheless, the actual research activity in this field is high, so that new data are continuously produced with the expectation of clear guidelines for the treatment in the near future [5].

Supportive care and maintenance are recognized as being the most important aspects for preventing peri-implant diseases. Especially former periodontitis patients should be recalled at least 3 or 4 times a year. Information for clinicians as well as for patients needs to be instructed on a much larger scale.
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